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[FROM THE BOSTON COMMONWEALTH.] 
THE VOLCANOES OF HAWAII. 

By EDWARD EVERETT. 
I. THE ASCENT OF KILAUEA. 

of lava, with one's nose and mouth partially stopped I cliffs, forming the crater's edges. The mountain, like 
by a wet sponge or handkerchief tied on, as was ne- the others in its vicinity, has eVidently been built up 
cessary to prevent suffocation b y  the sulphurous acid, by successive overflows of lava from its central crater, 
it was difficult to meet the extra demand for breath as is shown by the strata of its vertical basalt walls, 
which the exertion required. One of the ladies was which lie horizontally. There is no gap in the walls out 
overcome by the difficulties of this place, but was of which the lava could have flowed, as in some other 

ON February 24. 1890, a party left Honolulu on the dragged through by the guides. volcanoes, but when the fluid lava has escaped from 
stf'amer W. G. Hall tv make the volcano excursion. 

I 
A little beyond this place we carne in sight of the the crater it has been by subterranean or submarine 

This boat pursued the southern or leeward route, and Burning Lake. It was at the foot of a rugged de- channels to orifices in Illany instances near the base 
landed us at Punaluu, cn 1 he southeast side of the scent, the crater having here changed its generally of the moun tain ; but oft ener, it is presumed. as there 
island of Hawaii, about 6 P. M. next day We were level character for rough cliffs and broken masses of is little evidence of the fact, the discharge is made far 
rowed ashore through a foaming sea. to a landing in a rock and lava. We found seats on blocks of lava, beneath the ocean's surface. 'l'he pit of the great 
nook between jagged rocks over which the sea was where we could conveniently look down on the fiery crater has been known to have had a depth of over 
wildly dashing. A !lice hotel provided us with a good lake, from a height above it of 50 01' 60 ft., and per- 1,000 feet. 
supper and lodging. haps 200 ft. from it. It was in form an irregular oval There are, or have been, a number of open pits, or 

Some apology is necessary for here offering an ac- of ahout 200 ft. wide and 400 or 500 ft. long. I changed lakes of lava, at various points in the floor of the cra· 
count of an excursion which was made five years ago, Illy position, for part of the time, to one much nearer, tel', one of which I have described. The principal of 
at an unfavorable time as regards t.he state of activity and fOUIld a convenient point of observation. The these is Halema'uma'u, occupying the southwestern 
of the volcano, and on which I saw far less than IS dark grayish surface of the lava lake lay nearly mo· part of the crater and having an eyer-changing open· 
usually seen by visitors to the crater of Kilt-mea. Un· tionless before me. Its color would have been a low ing of half a mile or more in diameter. Its edges are 
fortunately at the time of my visit the crater was in red, if not contrasted as it was with the white hot above the general level of the crater floor, and the fluid 
its least active state. and the great fiery lake of Hale- light of the boiling lava adjacent. lava from it occasionally overflows upon the latter. 
ma'uma'u was said to be out of business for the time, Immediately in front, on the opposite side of the Islands exist in the lake, which change their form and 
or a,,; otherwise expre�sed "the botton:: had fallen out." I lake, was the scene of greatest activity. Lava boiled sometimes appear to float. The banks also change 
O wing to the continual changes in the condition of up from below, throwing columns of the incandescent their form, either by falling in or hy upheaval, and 
the volcano, every successive observer �ees some differ· material occasionally to the height of ten feet or more some of their prominences may exceed in height the 
ent manife"tation of its forces. The visitor on view- above the surface of a semicircular space in the lake crater walls. At irregular inter,'als of a few months 
ing for the first time these wonderful displays is daz· which was kept open by the violent surging to and fro to several years, the lava will suddenly subside, leav· 
zled and confused by what he sees, and it is only by of ttle lava for the time in action. The mass of lava ing a cavity 600 ft. or more deep, into which portions 
much sub1iequent study and reflection that he can in thus thrown upward at one time might be estimated of the edges may fall, including perhaps places where 
part comprehend the phenomena underlying the ac· without exaggeration at many tons. It had, after persons have been standing. unconscious of the dan· 
tion he witnesses. riSing, a forward flowing motion, subsiding again into gel', but the day before. After these subsidences, the 

But what I saw of Kilauea and afterward of the the lake, much like the motion of water boiling vio· lava gradually rises till the lake is full again. 
gn'at extinct volcano of Haleakala on the island of Jent]y in a caldron. This ebullition was accompanied (To be continued.) 
Maui stimulated m y  desire to learn more, and has in· by profuse discharges of sparks or small ignited 
duced !'ome speCUlation as to peculiar features and the masses which fell on the partly hardened lavain front. 
causes of the phenomena exhibited. Having my�elf Frequently small quantities of the white hot liquid 
realized, on the excursion herein described, the need were thrown to a greater height and, falling against 
of explanatory information, which is only to be ob- the dark background of the perpendicular rock be

SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
ANCIENT CHINESE. 

tained by prolonged investigation or by attentive pe· hind1 stuck to it and there slowly cooled. This gave THE question of China has been so much to the 
rusal of voluminous scientific works, I add to my nar· rise to a series of fi/!'ures in great variety; the sem· front lately that an artic le w hich appeared in one 
rative of the trip, without pretending to any complete blance of ducks, swans, snakes and ghostly forms of of the August numbers of the Revue Scientifique, on the 
elucidation. some important facts, gathered from the animals and human beings were projected on the rock, knowledge of science possessed by the Chinese, seems 
works of Dana, Brigham, Judd and others, together at a white heat, slowly turning to red and then fading very apropos. It cannot be denied that thfl Chinese 
with some remarks which have suggested themselves out in the glare, or their places were taken by otlH'r of the present day havfl very elementary ideas on any 
to my mind. forms. Once, when we were all looking on, a spectral' branch of science. This, however, was not 80 for· 
; The following morning after breakfast we left hy a nar· figure of a girl clad in long robes rose from the hottest merly. 
row (2 foot) gage railway, on our way up the mountain. portion of the Jake and, throwing out an arm, ap- In early times, as far back -even as 2000 B.C., we find 
This took us about 6 miles to a large sugar plantation, peared to grasp a projecting point of rock and cling that science in China had reached a fairly ad ,'anced 
for the use of which the road was built over a rough there, where she hung in the supplicating attitude stage. The Chinese possessed undoubtedly a great 
and broken field of lava. Here we were transferred to �'een in the well known picture of the Rock of Ages. knowledge of astronomy; inscriptions have been found 
carria�es, one drawn by 6 horses and the other by 4 No wonder that this crater has given birth to numer· which prove this. In the "Chou-King," a book of 
mules. We had a comfortable journey up the gentle: ous myths and �lIperstitious legends. rpcords, we read that Emperor Yao, who reigned 2357 
ascent of the mountain 23 miles to the Volcano House, I Another similar point of activity was on the right B. C., did much to advance the study of this science . 
. at an elevation above the sea of 4,040 feet. There was at the end of the lake, which occasionally threw large He ordered his astronomers to observe thfl movements 
no abrupt, ascf'nt, and little noticeable steefJne��, ex- jets of lava into the lake in front of it. It had formed of the sun, moon and star!', and showed them how to 
cept ill uneven places, and when up, there wa, no ap- a hollow half dome above and against the bank, and find out the commencement of the four seasons by 
pearance of excessive height, except that the tempera- while still within 15 or 20 ft. of this lava fountain. I means of certain stars. 
ture was much cooler. was protected by this screen from the direct heat and We read also that he told them that a year con-

The way was over lava fields in a more or less decom- glare, as well as from the sparks which were constantly sisted -of a little less than 366 days, and as he divided 
posed state. some having been converted by age and being thrown out. the)'ear into lunar months, he taught them the years in 
the elements into rich soils, with luxuriant vegetation I here gained a personal knowledge of the nature of which the additional lunar month ought to he includpd. 
on th l'lll , while other and fresher flows showed little these pyrotechnic projectiles and ofthe manufacturp of It is also known that the Chinese had the annual cal
!'ign of wear .. ince their rough �urfaees and upheaved, the so-called Pele's hair, in the following manner. I endar, that they observed the planets Mercury, Venus, 
masses were left to cooL In tracts where wild gra8ses 'found the bank on which I was reclining to be composed Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and were able to calculate 
and variou;! vegetation had taken possession, tame and in large part of that substance mixed with nod ules of eclipses and knew the difference between t.he equator 
wild cattle fiud a living, hut a precarious one, for in I black gltj.Ss. Endeavoring to collect some of the former and the ecliptic. It is quite probable that the ecliptic 
dry times they starve, and suffer for want of water. for specimens, I found my fingers stuck full of needle· was not known of bpfore the Mussulmans oecupied the 
For the character of the lava flow is such that large like particles of glass, and then on moving slightly Mathematical Tribunal, which they h eld for three cen
caves and channell< are formed hy the cooling of a firm discovered that my clothes were likewise stuck full of turies. 
crust on the surfaces, while the hot lava flows on be· 

I 
similar pointed arguments, which soon convinced me We Sf'e. therefore, that the knowledge of a�tronomy 

low, leaving arched sewers which conduct the rainfall that my hitherto confortable and advantageous seat was very extensive. With regard to the meridian, it 
to the sea, wholly underground. Near the crater the was no longer tenable. I thus learned that the fine was apparently unknown to them. M. Chavannes, 
veg�tation increased in beauty and abundanee. , threads, like spun glass, soft and matted together so who is at present professor of Chinese at the Collf'ge 

We arrived at the Volcano House between 4 and 5 that the birds use it for lining their nests, and said of France, says that it is not mentioned in any astrono
P. M. The approach to it was near the brink of the I by the natives to he the hair of the goddess Pele, mical hook. As substitute a cprtain star was observf'd 
crater, and between it and huge sulphur beds emitting 

I 
were the long-drawn-out tails of particles of black at the same hour, according to the times of the year, 

dense vapor, which, added to that pro('eeding from volcanic glass, which melted material seems to float note heing taken of its positions with regard to the 
numerout' stearn cracks in the vieimty, rendered the on the surface of the lava, and is b lown into the horizon. 
atmosphere of the neighborhood excf'edingly damp. 

I 
air by gas or stearn escaping violently therefrom. Thf' Astronomy has always been clo�ely connected with 

Some of the party went across the crater to the burn- particlE'S have a tendenc�' to form a sharp tapering astrology. By means of astronomy the time was a�· 
ing lake after our arrival, and returned about 11 P. M. I tail ending in the fine hair-like thread. They are certained for the numerous public ceremonies rf'cordea 

The majority of the party waited till the next day, 'blown on the rocks in large quantities, and the fila- in the imperial calendar; it likewise regulated the af-
and at 3 P. M. descended into the enormous crater of ments alone go long distances and collect in cavities. fairs of the government. But the calendar has long 
Kilanea, which may be described as a long irregular II. THE CRATER OF KILAUEA. since ceased to be used for this latter purpose, and the 
oval, the floor of which has apparemly sunk to its majority of the Chinese population merely look upon 
present level. at a depth of 500 to 600 ft. below the Night came on soon after our arrival at the scene of it as a means of continuing the mysterious ceremonies 
edges, which are in general vertical walls or cliffs. 'l'he commotion, so that the daylight no longer interfered and oracles connected with the different positions of 
dimensions are 3 to 4 miles long and 2 to 3 miles wide, with the vivid hrightness of the hot lava. Later on, the planets. It is ordered in the" Collection of the 
with a circumference of 9 miles, more or !ess. The de- eruptive action commenced, also on the left hand end LawlS" that at each eclipse ceremonies should be gone 
scent was by a winding' path on rocks which had fallen of the lake. Then the edge of the lake next to its through to deliver the eclipsed sun or moon. A t this 
away from the side of the precipice. The distance vertical shores lighted up with little jets of hot lava, time therefore an alarm is sounded on the drums. the 
from the hotel t o  Dana Lake, at that time the only and finally large cracks opened in the dark, partly mandarins arrive armed, utter many objurgations, 
active part of the volcano, was stated to be 3Vz miles, solidified surface of the lake, and fresh hot lava and thus deliver the endangered hodies. 
and we judged it was not overstated. The descent to seemed to overflow and swallow up the former sur· In the seventeenth century certain Jesuit missiona
the floor of the crater was counted as one mile, and face, till the whole 8howed red and liquid, accoUJ- ries arrived in China. On seeing the low state into 
the path was easy, that is going down, and was flanked' panied with considerable agitation. which the Mathematical Tribunal had fallen, they 
by luxurious vl'getation, tree ferns, ohias. sword grass, After a while this surface cooled off as before-and it offered to help it. They found an observatory, ('on
and other elegant growths, which ceased suddenly as was remarkable how rapidly tile surface did cool. taining many instruments, which shows plainly that 
we reached the black lava at the bottom. when the heat beneath is considered. These exhihi- this branch of science had at one time reached an ad-

From thence the way led over the most dpsolate re- tions were repeated, with variations, from time to vanced stage. This decay of science is not to be won
gion imaginable. The lava lay as it had cooled, with time. Once the cracks opened like the plan of a forti- dered at when we remember that twenty-two dynas
cracks caused by it" shrinkage, froUi an inch wide to a fication, with straight lines a.nd angles. representing ties were brought on the throne by actuai revolutions. 
foot or more, some of considerable depth, and many of ramparts, bastions, etc.; and sometimes the openings Nor is this decay confined to astronomy. Ac('ording 
them emitting steam or sulphurous vapor. The plain were curved, and wide spaces sunk, showing the white, to the ancient books and traditiom, we find that vari· 
was very \lneven and piles or hUlIlmocks of cooled lava. hot fluid beneath. In general, the view was unoh- ous branches of science had reached a high degree of 
10 to 20 ft. high, apparently tIle result of some out- . strllcted by stearn or smoke, though little could be culture. 
burst, were not infrequent. 'l'here were also basins seen heyond the line of t.he fiery fluid. but occasion- The Emperor Kang-hi, who reigned in the seven· 
deeply depressed, which were probably the sites of i ally a dense cloud of sulphurous fog from the roeks teenth century, had a great love of study himself aIJd 
former active lakes. I behind us would obscure all but the brightest part of endeavored to advance the general education in China. 

The locations of activity are said to be constantly the eruption which glared red and sullen in the midst. The Jesuit missionari� imtructed him in geometry 
changing, as well as their degree of intensity, and i I have hltely seen the cyclorama of the crater of and physics. He translated some text books into Chi
every description varies from those given before .. Kilauea. It does not show what I saw, but greatly ex- nese. 
Much of the lava is hollow underneath, owing to t he' ceeds it, both in extent and violence of th fl action The Chinese have generally been credited with the 
liquid lava having flowed from under that which had shown. It is finely executed, the effects of light are invention of gunpowder. A certain document has 
cooled at the surface, and there are pipe� and chan·' very artistic, and I can readily believe in the correct- beEn founa, however. by Arehimandrite Palladius, a 
nels thus formed which. being cracked and broken," ness of the representation in other particulars. Russian sinologue, statiug that in the ninth ('entury a 
make difficult and dan).{erous walking. The endless i Language would fail me, vere I to attempt to de· Per3ian regiment, undpr the Chinese sovereign, made 
variety of forms assumed by the lava require photo- scribe the sensations excited by these grand displays known a material similar to wild fire, which was after
graphs to give any idea of them. Long rolls like tree of the forces of nature, though but on a small scale ward used for fireworks. 
trunks, wrinkles, sometimes like great shell" old ropes compared with what has been, but showing the pro· Apparently. chemistry has never been studied. un
in great. abundance, and heaps, like magnified worm cesses in action by which E'u('h vaft results have been less by a certain sect, the Tao·tse, who spent all their 
casts. are a few of its form�. : effected, both in the crater itself, of which the burn- time endeavoring to discover the philosopher's stone 

Occasionally you come to hroken-up lava in heaps or ing lake is but a small fraction, and in the whole and thp elixir of life. 
ridges, and it "las in surmounting some (If these latter region surrounding. The Chinese have not a great knowledge of geology. 
that we encountered dellse sulphurous fUIlles, and in I The term "crater" is applied to the whole sunken 

I 
The mines have been werked without any machinery, 

the struggle through these, especia,ly on the return cavity in the summit of the Jllountain. Its floor is and are not very deep; therefore fire damp bas rarely 
trip, when having' to ('lim h a comiderable elevation composed of repeated flows of lava, the last of which I been the cause of destru('tion. Coal was extracted at 
over j,he sharp and jagged edges of a broken·up ridge has left its geueral level still 500 ft. to 600 ft. below the as early time as 200 B C. in the dynasty of Han. AI· 
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though the mode of extraction was very primitive, 
enough was obtained to satisfy all wants. 

About 1861 the government handed the exploration 
of the mines over to American prospectors. The work, 
lasting from 186 2-64, was directed by Prof. Pumpelli, 
who at its termination sent the emperor a report and 
a map of the coal fields. The Smithsonian Institution 
of Washington have had the8e documents published; 
they have also appeared in the diplomatic correspond· 
ence of the United States (1864). Later on, Baron de 
Richtofen did similar work, and found that the coal 
fields in China are even more extensive than those in 
North America. 

Research work has not been carried far in natural 
science. In zoology their classifications are quite 
wrong. The drawings in zoological and botanical 
books can often scarcely be recognized. Their most 
ancient work on botany dates from 2700 B. C ,  and is 
a treatise written by the Emperor Shen-nung; it is 
merely enumerati ve. Another work, the "Rh-ya," 
dates from 1200 B. C., and shows signs of progress. 
The " Pen-tsao," an encyclopedia, is, according to M. 
Bretschneider, of little value. 

This Russian investigator speaks of the Chinese as 
follows: "It is an undeniable fact that the Chinese 
do not know how to observe, and have no regard for 
truth; their style is negligent, full of ambiguities and 
contradictions, teeming with marvelous and childish 
digressions. " 

However, in a more recent communication, M. Bret
schneider retracts his words and says that it is more 
that the Chinese will not ob8erve than that they can
not, for Lichi-Tchen, author of several interesting 
pamphlets, brings forward many facts concerning cul
tivated plants. 

With regard to medical science, it is very elementary. 
Occasionally here and there a successful doctor is to be 
found. This lack of knowledge is not to be won
dered at, for Buddhism forbids dissection of bodifls. 
III the temple of Confucius a bronze figure is to be 
found, on which all the different parts are marked 
where the surgical needle may be applied. This 
needle is practically the only instrument used in the 
profession. 

The height of civilization in China was reached at 
the end of the reign of Kang-hi. The gradual decline 
is supposed to have commenced with the Tartar 
denomination.-Nature. 

PROTECTION AND DISPERSION IN 
PLAN'rs. 

By JOHN R. JACKSON, A.L.S., etc., Keeper of the 
Museums, Royal Gardens, Kew. 

To Mr. Darwin and Sir Joseph Hooker we are in
debted for much of the knowledge we HOW possess on 
the subject of what are popularly known as carnivor
ous plants-namely, those plants which, though be· 
longing to very distinct natural orders, have a similar 
habit and power of catching small insects and digest
ing: the juices of their bodies for their own sustenance. 

This class of plants has for some time past attracted 
a considerable amount of general interest, and has 
been the cause of much inquiry into other phenom
ena of plant life, of which there are numerous branches 
equally interesting, but the facts in connection with 
which have not been brought together and elucidated 
so clearly as those to which we have already alluded. 

It is true that such subjects as the motion, means of 
dispersal, protection and similar matters now form 
part of the studies of those who take up the consider
ation of botanical science; but the plants about which 
this kind of interest is centered are so diverse in char
acter and so widely distributed geographically, besides 
which there are so many that have never been satis
factorily illustrated, that a few words on their peculi
arities, aided by the excellent. drawings of Mr. Allen, 
will no doubt be of some interest to the readers of the 
Leisure Hour. 

It will be seen from the details we shall give of the 
llabit of each imlividual plant that, though attained in 
a variety of ways, the one great aim in nature is the 
perpetuation of its species, which is secured in some in
stances by a mimicry of other plants, which protects it 
from destruction; or by security of the seed within 
the strong walls of its protecting fruit.i or, again, by 
means of feathery or broadly expanaed wings, by 
which the seeds are often carried for considerable dis
tances until they alight on a congenial soil in which to 
start in life on their own account; or, again, by the 
presence of external barbs or hooks, by which means 
the fruit 01' seed often attaches itself to some passing 
object, or to the fleece of sheep or other animals, and 
is so preserved from d"struction. 

One of the best known examples of protection from 
the external influences of wind and weather is the well 
known cocoanut (Cocos nucifera) . This palm is a na
tive of the shores of tropical seas, so that when its 
fruits ripen they are often carried by ocean currents 
to distant shores, where they are left by the tide, and, 
after a lapse of sufficient time to enable them to ger
minate, they become rooted in their new home, form
ing fresh plants to take the place of those which are 
worn out by age or that have been blown down by 
storms or destroyed by other canses. In a fruit that 
is exposed to the action of sea water for any length 
of time, or that is buffeted and tossed about by the 
waves, it is apparent that if vitality is to be maintain
ed in the germ or embryo some �pecial protection is 
necessary, and this we find is provided for by nature, 
first, in the thick fibrous husk or coating, which forms 
the outside covering of the whole fruit, and which in 
itself i s  impervious to moisture; and next in the hard, 
bony shell, which effectually protects the germ inside 
and the kernel upon which the germ feeds, u ntil it has 
established its roots in a suitable soil and climate. 
Besides this wonderful 8ystem of protection which 
Providence has so abundantly supplied to the cocoa
nut, the triangular shape or form of the husk is so 
arranged that one of the sharp ridges makes an ex
cellent keel, thus enabling it to travel through the 
water Illore easily and rapidly than it otherwise would. 

Another familiar example of protection and security 
of germination is to be found in the two suecies of 
mangrove (Rhizophora Mangle and R. m ucronata). 
These trees, as it is well known, are natives of muddy 
swamps au the seashore in the tropics or in estuaries 
under tidal influence. 'rheir peculiarities are, first, 

on account of their roots, which branch in all direc- Upon drifting into a pool or stream the plant opens 
tions, stretching out far and wide, and forming a and the branches again expand, the small fruits "burst, 
dense tangled network of stout woody meshes, so that and the seeds are distributed in situation8 where they 
at low tides they are quite exposed to view, and people germinate ana produce young plants. The dried 
can even walk among then. The other peculiarity is plants are often seen in collections of curios, and re
in the fact of the seeds actually germinating before tain their hygroscopic character for many years, ex
they leave the parent tree, and this is effected in the panding when placed in water and closing again when 
following manner When the fruits are fully grown dry. In consequence of this peculiarity the plant has 
they are from about one and one-half inch to two received its common names, and tradition states that 
inches long and somewhat of an im'erted pear shape it originally opened on the hirthday of our Lord. 
the thickest end being attached to the branch, and Another plant which is sometimes also called R08e 
while so attached germination of the seed within the of Jericho is the Mesembl'yanthenlUm triPOliUIll, a 
fruit takes place, by sending down from the narrow low-growing plant. of the Cape of Good Hope, the 
point a straight rod-like or stick-like root, which some- fruits of which, in their dried and closed state, Fig. 33, 
times grows to a length of two feet before it separates are about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and 
from the branch; by this time it is about as thick as have somewhat the appearance of a button; if placed 
the finger, and sharply pointed at the lowest end. It in water for about ten minutes, they open in a beaut.i
is also studded at this point wit.h small protuberances. flll rosette form, Fig. 34, the center being of a deep 
As this rod-like root falls from the tree, it partially crimson color. Thunberg, who visited the Cape in 
buries itself in the mud, and from the small protu- 1774, describes the plant in t.he following quaint. man
berances rootlets are given off, and a young tree starts ner: .. When it is put into wat.er it gradually opens all 
into existence. its seed vessels and exactly resembles a sun, and when 

Such, then, are two familiar examples of the pro- it becomes dry again it contracts itself and closes by 
tective care exercised by nature in guarding the germs degrees. This is no less a nece8sary than singlllar 
from any outward adverse influences until such times property, which points out t.he admirable in:;titution 
as the plants are able to take care of themselves. I of an all-wi&e Creator; inasulUch as thi8 plant., which 
There are many similar instances among plants is found in the most arid plains, keeps its seeds fast 

PROTECTION AND DISPERSION IN PLANTS. 

equally well known in different parts of the world, I locked up in time of drought, but when t.he rainy sea
but, on account of their being well known, the facts' son comes, and the seeds can grow, it open8 its recepta
connected with their life history are seldom thought cles and lets fall the seeds in order that they lllay be 
about. dispersed abroad." 

Our illustrat.ions are select.ed mostly from plants A more common system of dispersal is that which is 
that. are less popular, and in describing them we shall secured by winged fruits and seeds, such, for instance, 
classify them, as far as possible, in group8, according as we find in the maples and sycamore�, where the 
to their habits of protection, diffusion, or otherwise, winged fruits are mostly in pairs, but somet.imes in 
and not according to t.heir botanical affinities. threes, as shown in the maple (Acer cam pestre), Fij!. 48. 

In the first. group will be found those plants that Each of these capsules or fruits contains a single seed, 
possess hygroscopic properties-namely, the power of and as they ripen t.hey often separate at. t.he base and 
contracting in drought and expanding in moisture, so form a single wing; but whether separated or 
and by this means - protecting their seeds t.ill they united they travel by the aid of the wind for some dis
alight on a moist and favorable soil. The best known tance from the parent tree, finally falling to the ground, 
example of this is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This plaut where they germinate in the following season, forming 
is commonly known as the Rose of Jericho, and some- crops of seedling maples. 
times as the Resurrection Plant. It is the Anastat.ica In the natural order Legnminosre a large number, 
hierochutica of botanists, belonging to the natural and some of the most remarkable, of these winged 
order Cruciferre, and is closely allied to the horserad- fruits are found. The largest. and most striking is the 
ish of our gardens. It is a native of the dry waste pod of Centrolobiulll robustum, Fig. 46. This is often 
lands of Northern Africa and Palestine and the sandy six or seven inches long and three 01' four inches wide, 
deserts of Arabia. The low bushy habit of the plant, and ha1'\ some resemblance to a single fruit. of the ma
seldom exceeding four or five inches high when fully pie. The lower or �eed-bearing portion is globular, 
expanded, is well sh?wn at Fig. 4, where it is represent- covered wit� 10!lg, stiff prickles, evi�entl y as a .def�nse 
ed after the flowermg period, when the leaves have for the seed mSlde. The upper or wmged portlOn lS of 
fallen off but while the plant is still under the influ- a thin woody nature, defended on the back ridge with 
ence of rhoisture. In drought it easily becomes up- a stout, sharp spine. Armed as t.his pod is, it would be 
rooted, the branches curl inward, as shown in Fig. 5, protected for a long time from destrnction, and the 
forming an irregular ball, 80 that it is rollen. about and strong woody character of the wing would carry it 
easily carried by the wind for considerable dist.ances. t.hrough many vicissitudes of wind or rain or other 
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